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Peter Lamal’s response to our paper on
anxiety (Friman, Hayes, & Wilson, 1998) is
as much a critique of Skinner’s approach to
private events (e.g., Skinner, 1984) as it is a
critique of our paper. Skinner’s position con-
stituted a rebuttal to the ubiquitous dualistic
notion that behavior is but a mere manifes-
tation of unseen cognitive and emotional
processes that have vitalistic primacy. Skin-
ner attempted to eliminate this dualism by
defining all human activity as behavior, even
when the activity is observable to the actor
alone. In contrast, Lamal claims that private
events have merely putative or hypothetical
status as behavior and that only public
events can be studied scientifically. But by
excluding private events from definitions of
behavior because they are so inherently dif-
ferent from public events, Lamal has merely
adopted a different form of dualism. We side
with Skinner’s more thoroughgoing non-
dualistic stance.

Lamal relies heavily on Zuriff, who
claimed that ‘‘no evidence is currently avail-
able to show that verbal responses enter into
causal relationships with private events or
that these private events are stimuli in the
sense of conforming to the same laws as their
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overt counterparts’’ (1988, p. 572). The ev-
idence that private events can be tacted and
can be successfully subjected to scientific
analysis is accumulating, however. For ex-
ample, private events can acquire discrimi-
native properties (e.g., Oliveto, Bickel,
Hughes, Higgins, & Fenwick, 1992), can
enter into equivalence relations with public
events (DeGrandpre, Bickel, & Higgins,
1992), and can participate in the regulation
of larger behavioral episodes (Taylor &
O’Reilly, 1997). Behavioral methods even
exist that allow researchers to know whether
statements about private events are function-
ally veridical, at least under some circum-
stances (Hayes, White, & Bissett, 1998).

Lamal claims that ‘‘a focus on such hy-
pothetical constructs as thoughts entails
threats to the empirical nature and objectiv-
ity of behavior analysis’’ (p. 706). This view
has three problematic components. First, it
designates thoughts as hypothetical con-
structs despite the obvious (to Lamal) role
thoughts played in formulation of the view.
Second, that study of private events threat-
ens empiricism seems to be refuted by data
such as those provided in the previous par-
agraph. Third, the alleged threat that private
events pose for the objectivity of behavior
analysis results from mistaking interobserver
agreement for objectivity.

From a somewhat different perspective,
Zuriff ’s 1985 remarks on thinking are ac-
tually supportive of our anxiety paper. Spe-
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cifically, Zuriff stated that thinking is a vague
term from common language, not a techni-
cal term, and therefore behaviorist theories
‘‘are under no obligation to define, interpret,
or explain it. However, behaviorist theories
are obliged to explain the behavioral phe-
nomena to which the term ‘thinking’ refers’’
(p. 171). Substituting the term anxiety for
the term thinking in these remarks provides
a statement that echoes a major point in our
paper. As we made clear, the term anxiety is
not a technical term; it is imprecise, meta-
phorical, and idiomatic. But there is a large
class of important phenomena occasioning
the term that requires explanation. Our pa-
per offered one, albeit incomplete, using re-
lational frame theory in general and avoid-
ance responding in particular.

A final major point of contention between
us and Lamal involves the value of first-per-
son reports. We proposed that they are a po-
tential source of clinical and scientifically
valuable information, whereas Lamal assigns
them little value. Our position, however, is
in the pragmatic behavior-analytic main-
stream because it is clear that ‘‘something
can be learned about a person’s history by
asking how he feels’’ (Skinner, 1984, p.
579), as is shown empirically in the basic
and applied literatures on self-report meth-
ods (see Critchfield, Tucker, & Vuchinich,
1998, for an exceptional review). The liter-
ature demonstrating the bidirectionality of
language also suggests that speaking affects
the speaker (Hayes & Wilson, 1993), and
thus that first-person reports are important
in the understanding of complex human be-
havior.

The slippery slope to which Lamal points
is, perhaps, more like a hill that is slippery
on both sides. Down the one side lies men-
talism, which is as much a concern to us as
it is to Lamal. Our paper provided a critique
of, and a behavior-analytic alternative to,
mentalistic accounts of anxiety. Down the

other side, however, is methodological be-
haviorism, logical positivism, and mechanis-
tic reductionism. Skinner (1984) and others
(e.g., Ryle, 1949; Wittgenstein, 1953) have
warned of troubles with this side of the hill,
and we worry that Lamal’s position may take
us in that direction. The surest method for
staying on top of the hill is to conduct com-
prehensive behavior analyses of complex hu-
man behavior, both public and private.
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